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“Innovation in these industries is not driven by the intent to maximize share price 
or self wealth but to deliver common good with minimum public resources.” 

Abstract 

It is a broadly agreed upon concept that Innovation is necessary to advance our society’s 

implicitly defined “Progress and Justice” agenda, however, how to define Innovation, 

engage key stakeholders to create innovation and most importantly how to divide the 

proceeds of innovation remains elusive. This is particularly evident in Regulated and 

Mature industries. As a result, innovation in Regulated Industries often lags other 

industries that operate in pure capital markets.  

This paper proposes an Innovation Model for Regulated Industries and discusses our 

experience. The goal of this paper is to engage a broad set of stakeholders to define and 

build scalable capabilities to create a Culture of Innovation in Regulated Industries. 
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Business Scenario 

• Industry: Healthcare Delivery in Hospital Systems

• Opportunity: Never Events : Mistakes that happen and  should not 

happen during the hospital stay and these mistakes cost health 

systems billions of dollars and subject patients, providers and 

families to unnecessary pain and suffering. 

• Situation: Our team of architects, engineers and information 

systems developers worked with Care providers from one of the 

leading hospital in Canada. After many  years of iterative learning, 

the team developed a comprehensive enterprise capability that can 

be easily scaled to the entire health system. The platform provided 

structure and framework  to apply advance AI analytics to – be able 

to predict susceptibility of a patient to an adverse event, assess the 

skills of primary care providers (nurses and residents),  locate 

known best practices and deliver  the information to the provider in 

real-time. 

• Innovation Failure: innovation failed to deliver tangible outcomes 

due to lack of governance . The administrative leadership could not 

capitalize on the technology that was developed by their own staff.  

• Recommendation: If there was a  clearly defined 

ACCOUNTABILITY and RESPONSIBILITY to improve care (not 

management by committee), we believe this innovation could  have 

helped the healthcare delivery save millions of dollars in financial 

cost and help  avoid an infinite amount of unnecessary human 

suffering. 
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The following key concepts were in introduced in this paper:

1. Freed Labour : Quantify magnitude either person weeks or opportunity 

cost financial currency of labour freed to invest in Innovation through both 

deployment of in-house developed innovative capabilities and capabilities 

developed  by other organizations with Corporate Social Responsibility 

intent.

2. Corporate Social Responsibility Circle :  The idea implies that similar to 

right to a form union/association, workers be given the right to form 

corporate social responsibility circle.  The Circle must have  its own charter, 

governing principles and financial means. The governance of this circle will 

be reported by CFO like any other financial audits. 

3. Proliferation of Capabilities to Other Industries/Economies: Publish 

proven and innovative capabilities that have been deemed effective in your 

organization to the portal for rest of the world to download and use as open 

source. Enable third-party service providers to further develop and create a 

support model. Evaluate your contribution by size of open markets.

Key Concepts 
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Introduction

In  political,  academic and business circles, “INNOVATION”  is  a widely recognized concept 

as being  key to the ongoing  success of our organizations, industries, communities, nations  

and countries. In publicly traded organizations,  the relationship between Innovation and 

Market Capitalization is nearly linear. However, in Regulated Industries such as Government 

Services, Public Education, Healthcare Delivery, Transportation, Utilities, Sustainable Local 

Food Production etc.,   it is not so obvious.  The key stakeholders, in Regulated  Industries   

often disagree on what constitutes Innovation and how should the net new wealth generated 

through the  innovations be divided among the contributors etc. As result Innovation 

leading Productivity Improvement often lags.

This paper explores the  idea of Innovation in market driven vs regulated industries,  and our 

intent is to invite readers  from Regulated Industries to help advance the idea of innovation 

with focus on Greater Common Good. Specifically the paper explores:  

1. How innovation leads to increased market capitalization in organizations that are 

publicly traded or operate in pure capital markets. 

2. The discussion on key characteristic of innovation in Regulated Industries where 

Innovation can’t lead to increased financial profits  that  lead to improved  market 

capitalization as possible in pure market-driven industries

3. Advocate a model of Innovation for Regulated Industries    that can improve market 

capitalization without the link to financial profits. 

Finally, it is our goal to invite readers from Regulated Industries to advance the idea of 

innovation, Culture of Innovation and help develop required  Enterprise Capabilities  to  

institutionalize Innovation in Regulated Industries.  
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Innovation and Productivity  

The value generation structure in almost all organization can often be described through  the  

following building blocks: 

• Mission, Vision and Values 

• Value Description: explicit definition of value  

• Value Chain: primary and secondary processes that  incrementally help create value 

• Enterprise Capabilities: people, process and technology integration of scare resources to  help 

execute value chain processes 

• Innovation and market capitalization relationship:  the  increase in revenue and reduction in 

costs , improves profits which in return improves market capitalization. 

How well an Organization  adheres to its mission, vision and values and it’s ability to remain 

disciplined often is an indicative of it’s long term survival. The Innovation leads to opportunities 

for net new wealth generation.  The enterprise leadership drives the innovation agenda  to 

increase market-capitalization which serves their personal goal of wealth for self. This business 

model plays to natural human instincts of self preservation and has been proven to be successful 

across a wide spectrum of industries, economies, cultures and nations. 

The traditional idea of Innovation in 

organizations that are highly regulated,  

with little  ability to increase revenue 

and/or  to reduce cost does not hold 

much merit. The impetus to innovate is 

often reduced as leadership feels no self 

benefit to innovate, in fact risk-averse 

nature of the governing culture often 

hinders innovation. The productivity 

improvement  that typically results from 

Innovation, it  consistently lags other 

industries as  shown by Figure 1.0.     

Figure 1.0
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The Problem to Solve 

As regulated industries make up significant 

portion of any economy from 10% in US to 70% to 

80% in many other countries, it is imperative to 

define an innovation model that can be 

institutionalized  as we have an institutionalized  

innovation model for publicly traded 

organizations. 
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The Innovation Model 

As discussed in previous section, all organizations start with the mission, vision, 

and values. There is a general understanding in the organizations how  The Value 

is  defined and  generated. 

In publicly traded organizations, innovation leads to an increase in revenue, 

and/or reduction in cost (often through labour cost saving instruments). The 

increased profits   improve  the  market capitalization  that drives the 

compensation for  the senior leadership.   

In Regulated industries – Value and Cost often have  two different currencies. For 

example in healthcare delivery cost is measured in financial currency while Value 

is measured in terms of Quality of Care, as perceived  by the healthcare recipients 

and care providers. Since there is no notion of profit, the current innovation 

model doesn’t drive the same behavior as evident in market-driven industries. To 

overcome, this obstacle, we propose the following approach to Innovation: 

• Consider the current organization model with Mission, Vision, and Values. 

The idea of Value Chain and the Enterprise Capabilities that helps execute 

the Value Chain. All organizations have  core capabilities   that enable it to 

remain in business and are it’s distinguishing features. Focus on Core 

Capabilities.

• In our proposed innovation model – organizations should focus on their  

core capabilities, innovate using these and strive to reduce the cost of doing 

business. The Freed Resources should then be applied to invest more (rather 

than extract savings out) and more importantly, make these innovations 

publicly available for Greater  Common Good. 

• The measures of innovation  should   not be  profit but Resources Freed and 

perceived value of innovations that are made public. The perception of 

relevant stakeholders  is critical measure of market capitalization increase.  

This  model will improve Corporate Social Responsibility, which has been 

linked to  increase in market capitalization  [The Effects of CSR on Market 

Capitalization].    
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Impediments to Overcome 

To institutionalize this innovation model, we believe the following features need to be 

developed further and broadly studied by practitioners,  business leaders and 

politicians. 

• Clearly defined Governance with  RESPONSIBILITY for results and 

ACCOUNTABIITY to Board of Directors, who are custodian of Enterprise 

Values.  

• Performance measures such as but not limited to – Freed  Labour, innovations 

and broad proliferation of these innovations to industries as whole 

• In due time,  legislative  support to protect the rights of workers  to form a 

corporate social responsibility  circle   with prescribed funding and legislated 

agenda.   

Call to Action 

If you are working in a regulated industry, join us and  lets start the 
Innovation dialogue by: 
• Learn about the idea of Innovation in Regulated Industries  
• Engage with like minded people from inside and outside of your 

organization 
• Lets start the  innovation journey – one opportunity at a time 

and safely  fail forward together.

www.millionInnovators.com


